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Some things I like are:

- Sailor Moon
- Pokemon
- Disneyland
- Adventure Time
- Animal Crossing
- Dogs
Vector Molang
by ipzy

Instructions
It doesn't do anything, it's just an animation of the popular character, Molang! It's free to use if you want ~

Notes and Credits
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**Sprite Library**

by ipzy

---

**Instructions**

- **Rules**
  - You must credit me if you use any of these sprites.
  - You can edit them as much as you want.
  - Please don’t use these sprites to create characters for others. You can use them as a base for YOUR OWN characters only.

- Use the buttons to choose a category and the arrows to click.

---

**Notes and Credits**

- All art is by me!
- In the characters section are characters that do not belong to me (Alice and the White Rabbit, Isabelle, Mickey and Minnie Mouse, Sailor Moon, and the Scratch Cat).
- The song is Gake no Ue no Ponyo from Ponyo.

---

*library* *sprites* *free*
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197 stars 231 hearts 1174 views 4 comments
Basic Scrolling Game Tutorial

by ipzy

Instructions
Press space for next slide!
There is also comments inside the project :)

Notes and Credits
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Trace the path and lead me to the silly pig. Avoid TNT or the feathers will fly!
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“Just the wording of the badges or how many points you get for doing something, we see on a system-wide basis, tens of thousands of fifth-graders or sixth-graders going one direction or another, depending on what badge you give them.”

Joy of Building, Pride of Creation

not

Joy of Points, Pride of Badges
“Rewards can deliver a short-term boost – just as a jolt of caffeine can keep you cranking for a few more hours. But the effect wears off – and, worse, can reduce a person’s longer-term motivation to continue the project.”
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$\sum_{u} + a = \infty$
f = ma
Lemonade Time

by ipzy

Instructions

edit: I updated almost all of the sprites to look cleaner and more contrasting! I also used the otter sprite from my new game, Tiny Town. The frog is supposed to look like keroppi!
edit: due to popular demand, the otter walks a little faster now
edit: Woah, I haven't been on scratch for like a month and I came back and I guess I got featured!!

Notes and Credits

FAQ

Q. Did you draw _____?
A. Yes, all the drawings in this game were drawn by me in scratch!

Q. Can you add _____ to the game/Can you fix the _____ glitch?
A. Sorry, I'm not making any more changes to this game :(
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Hard Fun
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All we are saying is give P’s a chance!